2001 cadillac deville wont start

I have a Cadillac Deville with the 4. I started it and drove it around perfectly fine this morning. I
checked the oil before I was going to go out for dinner but the car wouldnt start. I have no dash
lights on in the on position other than the check engine. I can hear a clicking behind me from
the fuse box when I try to turn it over but nothing else. Ive tried boosting, and changing a few
fuses but same thing. Could this be anti theft system or something else? And how would I fix it?
GuruG answered 3 years ago. JoeyDeville answered 2 years ago. I checked the oil before I was
going to go out for dinner but the car wouldnt My Cadillac DeVille wont start change the battery
change the wires all my lights work stay bright find AC everything works in the car just won't
start. The passenger side works but no others. I have an 89 cadillac deville that stalled a week
ago on my way home and i can not get it to start. I disconnected the battery and charged it,
hooked it back up and it started and ran for 30 second I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Cadillac DeVille question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. Search Cadillac DeVille Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. My cadillac won't start. When i turn the
key the engine wont turn over and when i do turn the key all the way the dashboard lights all
turn off. Also on the gear shifter there is no longer a line under the gear showing what gear it
was in. If i move the gear shift up and down a few times hard-ish the line comes back so i put it
back in to park and tried again and still nothing and then the line under the P disappears again.
The line doesn't always come back after messing with the shifter. At first i thought maybe my
battery was dead so i tried to jump it and after that when i tried to start it it still would not start.
This time when i tried to start my car, it started beeping at me the same beating that happens
when you leave the key in and locks the doors on itself, then, on the dash board screen it says
"service theft system" then the over head lights started to flicker and the light on my dashboard
for my brights lite up and started flashing and then stopped maybe 30 secs later. So i took the
battery out from under the backseat and put it on a charger to charge. It is possible that the
battery could be bad but i want to make sure its not something else before buying a new
battery. It sounds likes its a mixture of a bunch of things and I'm not sure what to do. Help
please. Turn the ignition switch to "Off. Remove the fuse panel lid. Pull the fuse straight out of
the fuse panel. Turn the ignition switch to "ON" without starting the engine. Leave there for five
minutes. Turn the ignition switch off. Put the fuse back into its slot in the fuse panel. See if it
starts. Erin answered 7 years ago. I can't find a fuse box under the steering column. Where is
the ecm or ecu fuse located? Close the doors on the car. Put your key in the door lock on
drivers side and turn to the left and right 2 times. Remove key and see if it starts. I tried the key
left right several trimes - did not work. Put the carin neutral - Started right up. So, what is the
issue? Found problem!! I'm having the same problem can I take the ign1 out and try that
process or do I need replace it. I have a similar problem. My car wont start or crank. Just a click
coming from the back seat. I tried putting the key in the door and tried in neutral and still no
start. Since it has been parked a while the service airbag light came on. Any ideas? Again - I
recommend replacing the IGN1 relay switch on driver side of engine compartment over left front
wheel - pull black plastic cover off to reveal the relays. David answered 6 years ago. Alternator
does just that - it alternates between charging the battery and running the motor. If it dies - the
motor runs on all battery then dies. If you are facing the front of the car, under the hood, rhs
over wheel, there is a compartment lid where you will find fuses. If you remove the entire plastic
cover that the lid is attached to you will find a series of relays. Thanks very much for your help
starter only took 40 minutes being it was under manifold wasn't that bad crazy thing of all this I
was testing for ground n power at starter with test light n gave it power n nothing happin n then
gave it ground to starter n all lights went normal n theft system went away ended up being a bad
ground from engine to body frame the ground cable that is by alternator to frame was broken n
wen tested was good but removing showed it was no good lol now car is running but ABS n
traction control n brake light are on but its running is all matter at the moment hear soon ill look
at them brake lights on the dash THANK YALL. Charles answered 6 years ago. I am having the
same no dash lights no starting problem. Nevertheless I put it all back together and everything
worked fine the car started and ran for a good bit. When I was putting my tools way and Jamin
to music all of a sudden the radio cut off. I turned the key off thinking I blown a fuse and when I
turned the key to start only the gear in Decatur was on the dash nothing else. So I turned the
key back words and the radio came on and I could also roll up the windows. Does anyone have
any idea what the cause of this is??? Plz help:. I had the same issue with my DTS. My problem
was the ground wire under the hood. It was broken,I replaced it and I haven't had a problem

since then. Check to see if that wire is broken. It's a thick black wire bolted to the front of the
engine block just above the alternator and the frame. Jacqueline answered 6 years ago. Jeff
answered 6 years ago. Had same problem today dash reading anti theft. Problem was a broken
ground wire by the alternator Spencer answered 5 years ago. I have a Cadillac deville wen I turn
the key I lose all power n it won't start I'll keep doing it over n over n eventually it will start but
now jus won't all together I put a brand new batt n still nothing I'm lost have no idea what to do
to fix n I got 3 kids I got to have my car plz tell me how to fix. I have a Cadillac I was told my anti
theft was stuck on I reset it.. I Finally after 2 years found someone in calgary that figured it out.
It was the mice got in my car and chewed 25 wires under my back seat under my Fuze panel I
don't know what is is about mice and Cadis. I had one chew a hole in my air intake plenum the
tube between the Mass Air Flow and the throttle body. Gave me a rough ride and I could not for
the life of me figure out why - I change rear plugs, rear coil banks, filter, smog pump - nothing.
Took it in and the one place I kept overlooking the bottom of the Intake plenum was a hole.
Spencer Briggs: I was having that same problem with mines. The inside of my ignition switch
was dirty and it wouldn't allow the pk3 to read my key. Try cleaning the ignition switch with
quick drying electronic cleaner. Just spray a little bit inside the ignition switch. So far I haven't
had any more problems with starting. Hope this is helpful. Michael answered 5 years ago.
Cadymikey answered 5 years ago. This is an extreme weird one Turn off and remove the key
from the ignition and partial Dash lights and displays stay illuminated with the fuel pump still
running and the only way to turn everything off is to remove the negative terminal off the battery
of which is a new battery I swapped IGN1 relay with known working relay from rear lighting
system and no luck Lacey22chevy answered 5 years ago. Cadillac deville , pulled relays under
hood, now it will not start, tryed discounted battery for a while , still will not start, tryed setting
key, need help please! Any suggestions. Have an 02 esclade , wont start, new battery, checked
alternator, pulled emc fuse , checked ground wires no luck. Can you guys give me some new
clues. Liana answered 5 years ago. I have a Cadillac deville which will not start I turn the
ignition key over and all it did was make a sound like someone sucking like the last bit of
something out of a cup I turned it off my lights on my battery on my lights come on told it
couldn't be the lights and I check the battery the battery has power still will not come on after
awhile it just completely stopped even clicking or making that noise it just won't turn over at all
now so could someone please help me figure out what's going on. My '01 cadillac seville was
working like usual. I drove to work, sat in my car at breaktime, then got back in it after work.
Turned the key I called a friend and he said i might have tripped the security system. He told me
to lift the backseat and move the battery and the cords around the battery a little bit. Then press
the door locks on the key. Guess what, the door locks worked. Then i got back in the car and
the car started up!!! I didn't even need a jump on the battery. Drove home like normal. Moral of
story, if the car won't start, lights don't work Sean answered 5 years ago. I was getting , check
suspension system messages. I was getting a security light on dashboard. I was ripping my hair
out. I didn't know where to begin Figured out it was this stupid heavy gauge ground wire
corroded and broke. I wrote this for any others out there pulling their hair out. I hope I can help.
Sean, I gave your post to my local mechanic, he read it and seemed less than impressed. Thank
you for your help. Amber answered 4 years ago. I have a 01 caddy deville dts and for a few days
the battery was going up and down had altenator checked they said its good but tried to boost
battery nothing happened when it first started happening if I just keep turni g the key it would
catch and start now it will not start at all all the light come on the first issue wasbi couldnt get it
out of park had to use shift lock to get it out of park which they said was due to battery
problems dealer says it could be bad battery bad cable connection or something to do with the
starter sylenoid in firewall but I have yet to male it to the dealer as it will not start The only light
that is on is the battery light the traction control light was going on and off mostly at night time.
Where exactly is the ground cable and how do I fix it I am doing this alone with only help from
the internet and advice from parts dealers going to dealership next week if I can just get it
atarted. Amber, the ground cable is attached to the alternator mounting bolt and also attaches
on the car frame. See Sean's post. Put a new battery new ignition relay cant even get anyone to
the dang ground cable off they cant even get to the bolt thats on the altenator cleaned my
ignitio. Switch im so fed up does anyone live in missouri close to the bootheel that can help me
the ground cable lools to be intact so im not sute my battery light is still on aftet a new battery
and the theft systen light is on as well. Yngshanno answered 4 years ago. I have a promblem
with my duvillle i just got Johnny answered 4 years ago. Did you check your grounds. Chassis
to motor sounds like it could be the problem. David answered 4 years ago. Bro it may sound
crazy but I had the same problem I turned on the head lights and the car started right up try it.
NHelp answered 4 years ago. No crank No start Dash Lights go out once turn key. Still same
problem. I tried the neutral start, I tried the key in the door trick. I am going to check the ground

wire, but I'm getting power so I don't think it's that. I will also try cleaning ignition, but other
than that I'm out of tests. Any suggestions??? John answered 4 years ago. I have the same
issue with my Cadillac dhs described in the headline, did anyone ever fix there's. Sheik, the
ground cable is attached to the alternator mounting bolt and also attaches on the car frame.
Terrance answered 4 years ago. My dashboard reads it's in drive but it in park and won't start. I
even can't go in reverse. Jcamp07 answered 4 years ago. Sean, You helped me win a trip to the
spa! After my husband had diagnosed the issue about 5 with different diagnoses each time I
went to the interwebs for some answers. I read this forum and went to my husband suggesting
he check the ground wire. He dismissed me and continued to get stranded each time he turned
the car off when the security light popped on. So finally, he was tired of hearing me repeat
myself he agreed to a bet! He checked and the wire was almost completely off the bolt. He fixed
it and it hasn't don't it since. So instead of washing his car, I get to spend the day at the spa!
Same problem. Suddenly stopped starting. Checked fuses. Replaced and it fired right up.
BubaBill answered 3 years ago. The ground wire to the starter was good on mine. Turned out to
be the ground Wire to relay panel under hood was the problem. Cadillacman answered 3 years
ago. End up sitting in car with all doors shut having key out of ignition and with keyless entry
pushing door lock and open 2 times. Put key in ignition and started right up. GuruJ65D
answered 3 years ago. James answered 3 years ago. I have a cadillac deville when i put my key
in to turn it everything goes blank but check engine light soon is the only thing that stays when
i turn but when i stop the turn all lights come back on Guru9RYZ9 answered 3 years ago.
Sprayed electriclean into ignition switch, now it starts up every time. GuruZN3CQ answered 3
years ago. When Changing the Ground wire any ground wire sand the surface with sand paper ,
get clean flat metal then install tight. Put a little oring grease on top of wire connection to
protect from corrosion. Drexlilman answered 3 years ago. Having similar problems with my
cadillac deville dts. Hook up jumpers thinking it needed a jump start car will turn over and crank
but just wont fire up completel. It acts like it does want to start but then wont start cant seem to
figure out what the issue is. Any help or suggestions. Also thought maybe its the cold weather
but still cant figure out what the problem is at all. Guru5Q9D5 answered 3 years ago. Toya
answered 2 years ago. Having similar problem with my Seville. Cut off on me while stopped at a
red light and wouldn't start back up. Dash said service theft system. All lights on dash came on
then went off. Car doesn't make any noise. I've fully charged the battery. Had the alternator and
starter checked. Still nothing. What could it be? KingKasper answered 2 years ago. Having
same issue car ran fine turned off now wont start As a matter of fact my headlights stay on even
after keys are pulled from ignition and sounds are coming from the engine and from the
backend the engine is kind of a hissing noise almost like an air sou d and the back noise is like
a humming sound like air ride suspension almost but the only way to stop either sound or to
turn off my headlights was to unhook battery. So I deff dont think its my ground. Kendrick
answered 2 years ago. I have a cadillac deville dts.. Jawad answered 2 years ago. My Cadillac
Deville won't start. AAA certified the battery as good late battery. I tried replacing the Starter
relay and that did not help. I have traced good ground on the block and on the chassis with a
volt meter. I still took off the ground wire from the alternator to check, clean and replace. It was
fine. What is that wire for? I think I am down to dealing with the insane design of locating the
starter under the intake manifold and hope that is the problem. I can hear the solenoid activate
but no crank on the starter. The headlights don't dim when cranking so the starter is taking no
load whatsoever. Could it still be something else other than the starter? With all the posts about
replacing starter not fixing the problem, I have been looking for anything else that can fix the
problem. I haven't checked the neutral safety switch yet. I did try the key door unlock but that
didn't help. Jawad answered about a year ago. After checking everything for voltage, cleaning
terminals and contacts, replacing relay, I finally decided to replace the starter. Changed the
starter and the car started right up. I wish I had done this months ago. My Cadillac starts its
drawing power from some where and all dash lights are on saying everthing is meased up what
do i do please help sts norhtstar engine. GuruSK3P8 answered about a year ago. Marty, Deville.
New battery, no start, dash lights go crazy, then dark. Replace ignition relay cube in fuse panel
under hood, 38 in owner's manual and dash lights went bright and car started right up! Thank
you, cargurus! Petty89 answered 5 months ago. My deville DHS keeps blowing the ignition fuse
everytime I turn my key and will not start. Louroc answered about a month ago. I have a Cadillac
Seville SLS I had the same problem and I change the sensors A and B and the starter the
solenoid of the starter goes bad if the car has been sitting for a while. My lights on dash work
car cranks but wont start i drove it lastnight this morning started reved up good turned it off
then back on and it started for like 2 seconds then died wont start no more. And usually starts
on first turn but lately i have to tap on gas peddle and crank it twice to start its a Cadillac deville
dhs only 97k on it. Also on the gear shifter there is no longer a line un Have read 1st pg. For

months I've had problems, betimes, getting engine to fire up, unless I work shift lever back 'n
forth, and getting progressively worse. Hi everybody. I had juat bought myself a 00 Deville. I
drove it home fine ran great. I had the doors open when working on interior. The doors being
opened killed my battery. Now, everything I try a So I have a Cadillac DeVille and it just recently
broke down it would turn over but would click rapidly for about 30 seconds but would not start i
took it to my brother in law who is a mechanic Have a Cadillac Deville that's been sitting for the
last five years. Bought a new battery, A new key and did an oil change. Tried starting the car
and Won't crank. Dashboard is lighting up. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Cadillac
Deville won't start, engine won't turn over. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Best Answer Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Cadillac
DeVille question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Cadillac DeVille Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. My car wont start, I bought it from a dealer about 2 weeks ago,
and I dont know what all is wrong with it, but it wont start. I know its not the starter because it
isnt giving the signs of being the starter. Any help would be apreciated. Do you. Did it start and
die? If not disconnect a sparkplug wire or 2 and ground it to the engine -have helper crank
engine over-do you have a snapping blue spark? Was this answer. No I can stick the key in and
turn on the lights and radio and what not but it wont turn over. It doesnt happen all the time.
Just like when I need it to hurry up and start like when Im tryin to get out of work. I bought it
from a buy here pay here lot and they put a gps cut off system on the starter to reotely cut off
the car if I miss a payment. So I called them up and saked if it wasnt put in all the way or
something along those lines, they said and I quote 'No its impossible for our mechanic to mess
up' Im figuring it on being the starter, but Ive had a few other people say its a bad fuse or a
switch or sensor in the steering column, I talked to my mechanic and said he didnt know what it
was unless he can duplicate it, but the problem is I cant make it happen when I want and I cant
take it to my mechanic if it wont start. But other than that, it runs fine, just need power steering
fluid and brake pads. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Engine Not Running
Content. After A Few Times Of How to fix an engine not starting running. Observing lights and
sounds when the engine is not starting is essential, these steps can give you a direction to
proceed which are listed in order of difficulty. I Have A C. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question.
It's Free! I have a Cadillac Deville That sometimes will not start. When it first did this I had the
battery replaced thinking that was the problem but it wasn't. It still does it. Most of the time it
starts fine, sometimes it just does nothing when I turn the key. The dash lights up, and I hear
the fuel pump. I will keep turning the key a number of times and then it will start. Sometimes it
takes more tries than others. I took it to the dealer and of course when they had the car it
started for them everytime. So they couldn't help me. Please help! I am tired of worrying
everytime I get in my car whether it will start or not. Do you. I would have the starter checked. It
sounds like sometimes you are hitting the right spot on the solenoid and when you do it just
won't do anything. You have all your lights and everything else just no action at the starter.
Hope this was helpfull. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Engine
Not Running Content. After A Few Times Of How to fix an engine not starting running.
Observing lights and sounds when the engine is not starting is essential, these steps can give
you a direction to proceed which are listed in order of difficulty. I Have A C. I Know Its
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! This Problem concerns my Cad. The problem
started before I purchased th
480v to 240v transformer wiring diagram
2001 ford windstar manual free
ford mustang gt interior
e car. After we had purchased the car and driven it a few hundred we started having trouble
with the egnition switch, The problem was the Car would not start. This was a pain in the butt
but was managable. We applied the brakes and was able to get the car stopped very close to the
track. Then the Ignition would not engage the starter, It was a long time before we were able to
get tthe car started. I will take my car to the Dealer on Wed. Hopefully they will be able to find
the solution to this critical issue.. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common
Solutions: not sure 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
DeVille problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Cadillac mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not

what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

